Fade in -night
PRE-TITLE SEQUENCE
THE CITY- SYDNEY,AUSTRALIA PRESENT TIME
A low helicopter shot as it flies over the familiar-looking harbour. The view is of the Sydney Harbour Bridge framing the equally iconic and famous Opera House, both aglow with light and that of the sparkling buildings,reflected on the water. Now, THE CAMERA MOVES AWAY  from this main Harbour area to a quieter section-some inner harbour area-still close to the city-and still close to the water's edge. Now we BEGIN TO HEAR the low murmuring of voices, interspersed with light laughter,soft music, the tinkling of glasses,and UNDERNEATH IT ALL-THE LAPPING OF  WATER.
Underneath there is some cool jazz playing -this could be our recurring musical-theme throughout- say The Daly-Wilson Big Band doing their rendition of "Three for All"- a very stylish '70ish theme from one of those old swinging detective shows.
We are still travelling over the water-now showing some of the expensive and luxurious condos,and mansions that dominate these areas and line the expensive shores. Places Like Rose Bay, Elizabeth Bay,and this particular area-Lavender Bay. This is "The High End" of the social strata. The "Partying" sounds are louder now,and THE CAMERA SWOOPS DOWN AND AROUND to one particular building. It stands three or four stories over the water straddling the side of the hill. Now we see the line of limo's lining up, as the helicopter sweeps around to the other side of the building. 
Cut to:
Close-up 
SIGN
Proclaiming a private "wrap" party for just-finished adult-themed film; a screening and awards for adult-entertainment achievements.
CLOSE-UP
CAMERA SWEEPS ACROSS SEVERAL PHOTOS
Of actresses as well as several actors and a caption stating: "Photo Ops Available". 
CUT TO:
EXT. HARBOUR-SIDE OF BUILDING
SLOWLY ZOOM IN ON The top floor as the partying sounds are overshadowed by the sounds of lapping water once again-then this sound rapidly becomes one of someone urinating
CLOSE-UP
A cunt-peeing
It is a beautifully-trimmed blond pussy, pissing furiously-that's what the sound is.
CUT TO:
The woman-Sharon
She's dressed in a great-looking Marilyn-type "Seven Year Itch" style dress
CLOSE-UP
At the mirror
Checks herself, puts on lip-gloss; grabs everything and shoves it all back into a small bag. Something jams- she reaches in.
CLOSE-UP
A compact automatiC
BACK TO:
SHARON
And she shoves everything back in, sweeps out of the room,leaving light on.
CLOSE-UP
Her hand
LONG AND SINEWY-like everything about her- as it reaches in and switches off the light.
OFF CAMERA there is the sound of partying going on in the MAIN AREA of the floor. Up here though, it is quieter. As she starts back toward the main area, she hears something.
CUT TO:
Bedroom door
Sharon's hand quietly opening it.
CUT TO:
INT. beD-ROOM
Two guys FUCKING THE HELL OUT OF A GIRL. SHE'S ON ALL FOURS-doggy style, She's taking one guy in the rear-giving the  other in front a blow job. They're OBLIVIOUS to anything else.
CUT TO:
SHARON
A bit shocked, but mostly intrigued...and she quietly closes the door, tip-toes Down the corridor to:
HER P.O.V.
FROM THE BALCONY
This is the area OVERLOOKING THE MAIN FOYER/LIVING ROOM AREA.
It is as large as a tennis court and a GALA PARTY is underway. Elegant men and women-DRESSED TO THE NINES,sipping wine and munching away,served by well-mannered waiters and waitresses. Some soft cool jazz is played by a small group of musicians.
SUDDENLY, JARRINGLY this party atmosphere is interrupted by several hooded men with automatic weapons.
CUT TO:
TWO HOODS
Grab the nearest couple,while THE LEADER AND A CO-HORT RAKE THE CEILING AND WALLS WITH AUTOMATIC FIRE.
CUT TO:
MIRRORS,GLASSES,FIXTURES,ETC. SHATTERING,exploding.
CLOSE-UP
LEADER
Points to a nearby woman.
LEADER
You! Who's in charge here?
The woman nervously looks around-points.
CUT TO:
Another elegant,tall woman with an equally-dressed and nervous man.
WOMAN
(nervously)
What...what d'you want..?
LEADER
What d'you think? Your money, credit cards, cell phones,i-pads-jewelry- NOW PEOPLE! IN HERE-EVERYTHING!!
He indicates to his helper who unfolds a couple of large cloth bags.
The elegant, nervous man tries to dodge and run, but is quickly hit and collapses to the floor,bleeding, and out for the count.
He turns to a couple of his mates-points up the stairs. They Jump to it.
LEADER
(shouting)
I WARNED YOU! WE DON'T WANT TO HARM ANYONE-BUT WE WILL-YOU JUST WITNESSED THAT. BE REASONABLE-YOUR INSURANCE WILL PAY OFF. ALL WE WANT ARE YOUR RICHES. AND YOUR CLOTHES!
Slowly at first, then faster and faster, they strip themselves of their collective wealth, tossing rings, watches, necklaces,bracelets,phones, wallets,etc into the proffered bags.
Flash cut to
Sharon
As she quickly jumps back into the darkness of the corridor. She runs to the closed door,pushes it open.
CUT TO:
INT. room
The guys are now standing over the girl in a more threatening way. The guy in back has his back to Sharon and can't see her enter and has a BIG FUCKING KNIFE AT THE GIRL'S THROAT. The other guy is still busy getting a blow-job,so he doesn't see Sharon either.
CUT TO:
Sharon
And without hesitation she KICKS THE GUY IN FRONT RIGHT IN THE BALLS! At the same time she throws her purse at the guy in back,then quickly looks around, picks up a beer bottle and creams the guy! It's over that quickly! One guy is writhing on the floor in excruciating pain-the other out for the count! Sharon grabs the girl,who is still naked,and shaking with fright,shoves her toward the balcony.
Sharon
Quick, girl-move!
Girl
(confused)
I...uhh....my Clothes...ohh, shit...FUCK!! What...???
Sharon
C''mon girl - get your ass outa here.
She shoves the confused girl toward the balcony.
Cut TO:
I/E. -balcony
Below them -three stories to the cold, dark harbour water.
BACK TO:
The bed-room
And the two guys are reviving,groggily getting up moving,heading toward ....
SHARON AND THE GIRL
Sharon grabs the girl-sweeps her off her feet over her hip and the balcony wall,them jumps over herself.
CUT TO:
Girl
Girl
Ohh....oooohhhhhh.....ssssshhhiitt!
CUT TO:
Sharon
FUCKIT! I just bought this dress!
And on that we watch as the GIRL hits the water, to be followed a second later by SHARON.
CUT TO:
THE BALCONY
And THE GUYS  as they empty their guns after them.
Cut to:
The water 
And SHARON comes up first, spluttering. She looks around for the GIRL. Suddenly Bullets spit the water all around.
Sharon dives.
CUT TO:
Under-water
The GIRL is struggling-it's obvious she can't swim and is panicking. Sharon reaches her and pulls her up.
They BURST up through the surface, gasping for air. Sharon pulls the girl, toward shore.
BACK TO:
The guys
And they turn and run back in, through the room, down the corridor and stairs to the main area,to the LEADER.
GUNMAN
The girl got away....
LEADER
What...? You Bloody idiot!...get after her!
He notices the other guy, limping.
LEADER
What's with him?
GUNMAN
Another girl came in and kicked him in the balls.
The Leader's face says it all: where the hell did these idiots come from?
LEADER
I'll cut off BOTH of your balls if you don't get them!
They're outa there .The LEADER turns to his task at hand-getting the loot away...and...
CUT TO:
EXT./night
DOCK
Where a soaking and bedraggled SHARON and THE GIRL pull themselves up onto the dock.
GIRL
(breathless)
What....what The hell just happened...?
SHARON
We haven't the time to figure that out. We've gotta get outa here and call for help.

She shoves her, pointing.
SHARON
Run-get outa here...!
As if to emphasize the point the two gunmen appear, running down toward the dock.
CUT TO:
Guard
As he attempts to intervene,only to be shot.
CLOSE-UP
GIRL
Naked, confused, frozen with fear.
CUT TO:
Gunman
Aiming at her..Then...
FLASH CUT TO
The leader
And his other cronies as they rush out of the building  and scramble into a waiting car. He shouts at the other two.
LEADER
Get back here...get in..get in...c'mon MOVE IT!
C'mon leave 'em!
CUT TO:
GIRL
And she suddenly snaps out of her state. Realizes what's about to happen-is happening! She staggers off,being pulled by Sharon...toward...
CUT TO:
Long dark alley
As the car lights silhouette them from behind, they run TOWARD US, as the hoods are shooting at them.
CUT TO:
Sharon
She pushes Shannen away,fishes in her purse,pulls out the little gun.
GIRL
Gets a bullet in the chest. As she falls, Sharon fires, but the gun doesn't fire. She jumps out of the way, into another alleyway.
BACK TO:
The car
It tries to brake, and swerve after her, but hits the curb,and suddenly it's air-born, flying through the air,flipping over, and crashing down.
CLOSE-UP
Sharon
She's astounded
BACK TO:
Car
And...amazingly the leader and another hood stagger out. The Leader still has his gun, and its a lot BIGGER than Sharon's.
And, he starts shooting at her.
BACK TO:
Sharon
Ducking out of the way.
SHARON
You FUCKING BASTARD!
She desperately looks around for some form of defense. 
Digs In her handbag.
CLOSE-UP
She finds it-a cigarette lighter.
BACK TO:
Car
Where the second hood is still struggling.
CUT TO:
Gas leaking
Intercut
The HOOD
As he realizes his dilemma.

HOOD
HEY BOSS, THE PETROL! HELP ME!
CLOSE-UP
The leader
His face is a mask of hatred. He has only one thing on his mind-get his target. 
MATCH CUT TO:
Sharon's face
Just as much hatred there. Then...
CUT TO:
HeR HAND
As she determinedly flicks it on.
CUT TO:
 She holds it out a second to make sure the hoods can see what she's about to do.
CLOSE-UP
Her eyes
MATCH CUT TO:
LeADER's eyes
As they register what's about to happen. Then..
CUT TO:
SharoN
As she flips the lighter at the gas.
THE BIGGEST FUCKING EXPLOSION.
SHARON
Fry in Hell, you Muther-fuckers!
Now up on the screen appears a title:
                "THE HIGH END"
MALE VOICE
(over)
GREAT! GOOD...CUT IT THERE!
And as that is said, we....
PULL OUT FROM SCREEN
We now see we have been watching a movie being edited, in an editing suite with several people watching, including the two actresses, the editor and director.
SHARON
D'you think my peeing was all-right?
Director/don
Honey, with a pussy like yours, the men'll be lapping that up-believe me! That stuff's like elixir to us piss-lovers.
GIRL
What about me..?Doesn't my pussy deserve any thanks,too? After all I was the one getting it both ways.
Don
You both deserve awards for jobs well-done. You can pee on me any time.
SHARON
Why,Don-I didn't know you cared.
GIRL
(slyly)
Or indulged.
Don
(licks lips)
Mmmm....slurp,slurp.
The girls both laugh,and slap him on the shoulder.
Editor
What about the credits?
DON
We'll do that later-from this point.
EDITOR
Who wrote this thing,anyway?
DIRECTOR
Some wanna-be porn writer. He doesn't know it yet, but he's got his wish.
EDITOR
Huh..?

DIRECTOR
He's won the contest.
SHARON
Well, I don't care who he is-it's a great script. I'd like to meet him sometime.
GIRL
Me, too. What's the prize?

DON
Cash,plus a night out at Missy Lee's club with one of our girls. You might meet him there at the premiere party.
SHARON
(firmly)
I don't date civilians.
GIRL
(agreeing)
Nuh-uh!
DON
Oh, don't worry...that's already been taken care of.
SHARON
So, who's the lucky girl?
DON
Rocky-from publicity.
FADE OUT.

FADE-IN- EXT. day-SOME TIME LATER
VIEW OF SYDNEY FROM LAVENDER BAY


LEE'S VOICE
This is Sydney, Australia,and I live here. I'm a writer,and being such you've also gotta be a dreamer. Well, this is the story of my dream, and how it all came true.
DISSOLVE TO:

- Int pub 
Three youngish guys standing at a jostling bar.
It's Lunch-time-loud music, people talking, socializing, making deals, drinking, etc.
A fourth man struggles through the crowds towards them.
This is LEE, our protagonist.
As he  reaches them, Lee pulls a letter from his shirt pocket.  He's young 30's lithe, good-looking, longish hair. Think of a young Patrick Swayze/Kurt Russell.
1st MAN-Stan
What's this then-number 12?
2ND MAN-Pat
More like 12 times 12
3RD MAN-Dave
Don't say that, mate- he's only got ten fingers.
Stan
Not another bloody rejection slip, is it? I don't know how you keep it up, mate!
Pat 
He doesn't have to keep it up-just as long as he keeps the readers' up. 
It's friendly ribbing-they've been through this before.
Lee  gives the letter to Pat.
PAT
Shit,you haven't even opened it!
Lee
Read it and weep.
Pat rips it open, looks at it, blinks, stares at it.
Pat
SONAVABITCH! HE DID IT!
Some nearby customers crowd in,trying to see what the commotion is all about.
Pat jumps up on the bar, shouts for attention.
Pat
Hey, Hey! Listen up. We've got a published writer among us here.
He waves the letter, and pats Lee on the head.
PAT
(cont'd))
Young Mr. Lee Personne here, has been toiling lo these past few years trying to sell a story-of-shall we say-"dubious" content to one of those-shall we again say-"Dubious" magazines in the hope that any such shall we say...
Crowd
(shouting)
'DUBIOUS"
Raucous laughter erupts.
Pat
Okay, okay..Suffice  to say He's sold a bloody story.
Stan
Knowing him it should be a FUCKING story.
Lee gives a sheepish shrug.
Waitress
Speech! Speech!
LEE
(resigned)
Aahh, well..As me mates said it's been a while. Okay, drinks all round. Keep It down-this check's not cashed yet.
He pulls the bar-keep aside.
LEE
Keep an eye on things Les, I've Got to get back up on that bloody roof and finish the tiles while I'm still a bit sober.
Cut TO:
Ext day-from roof-
Overlooking Lavender bay. It's a picture-postcard day.
Lee punches one last nail in, stands up kneading his back.
Turns And looks out at the breath-taking view. Picks up his camera, takes a few shots.
Lee
(to himself)
One of these days....
Insert:
Picture of Opera House framed by Bridge from Lavender Bay

Cut to:
Lee's pov-pub in distance
A good-looking young woman is talking to the waiter .He points off down the street toward Lee's place,just as Lee starts to slide down the ladder,still trying to make out just who it is.
SECLUDED SPOT IN GARDEN/SIDE OF BUILDING-
MAINTENANCE SHED
Lee opens it and is now mostly hidden from view.
INT. SHED DOOR
He reaches in, and we see a picture of a stunning red-head on the inside of the door. 
She is posing nude in front of a sofa with a variety of sex toys around her. And a huge dildo in her hand.

LEE
As he reaches for the picture, and lovingly looks at it, then very tenderly kisses it,places it back in place.
He grabs a hose, shucks his shirt and shorts, and hoses himself off.
 He is quite well-endowed. Looks around.
LEE
Ahh, why the hell not...

He starts masturbating, stroking himself, soon is hard and big. Shoots a big load.

He uses the tee to dry himself, pulls on his shorts, turns around and...
CUT TO:
THE GIRL-ROCKY 


She's the most gorgeous red-head  he's ever seen. Think of a young Nicole Kidman/Ann-Margaret. Creme-de-Menthe eyes.
CUT TO:

LEE
Uuhh...
He's like a fish out of water.
ROCKY
Nice picture.
She hefts a pretty good-looking camera.
Lee is still dumb-founded. What the hell just happened?
Lee
Uhh....
Rocky waves at the garden and bay below.                  
ROCKY
The view..the harbour ...
Leaving a lot unsaid.....
LEE
Oh, uh, yeah...great view.
ROCKY
I'm looking for the manager.
LEE
You're looking at him.   
She extends her hand.
ROCKY
Hi, I'm Raquel Rhodes
She pronounces it 'ROCK-ELL"
LEE
I bet you get called Rocky a lot. 
She gives him a dazzler of a smile.
ROCKY
As a matter of fact,yeah. How'd you know?
LEE
Either that or "Red"or Rusty, but I prefer Rocky-it suits you.
ROCKY
Thanks
(beat)
Anyway,Hi Again.
She hands him a business card. Pulls a magazine out of her camera purse, and shoves it at him.
LEE
Hi, I'm Lee Personne.

ROCKY
Hmmm..."Personne"..? French- "No-one?" 
Lee
Nom-de-Plume - use professionally, I'm a writer. Also take pictures.
He hefts his camera.

ROCKY
Yeah? Me, too- Actually, that's why I'm here. Remember this?
INSERT MAGAZINE PICTURE


She opens it to a picture spread-its the same one in the shed.
                     LEE
Oh,yeah.
(dismissive)
I also remember I never even had  the courtesy of a reply or thanks from  you guys.
ROCKY
So, okay-thank you.
There's an embarrassed silence.
Lee
I'm obviously missing something here.
ROCKY
You've won!
LEE
I know that-I've got the letter-and They're celebrating up at the pub.
He  pulls it out of his pocket
ROCKY
Did you read that letter?
LEE
Not all of it.
ROCKY
You remember the contest you entered?
LEE
You mean the story?
ROCKY
Yeah.
LEE
About you supposedly being the so-called prize-and a night out at the Premier Sex Club...
Rocky strikes a pose
ROCKY
TA-DAH!
LEE
You're shitting me!
ROCKY
'fraid not.
LEe
And you're my prize,right?
ROCKY
As it says right here in the contract.
She waves it in front of his nose.
ROCKY
Oh,and by the way...there's something else.
LEE
(resigned)
Oh,of course.
She looks in her case and pulls out another couple of sheets of paper. 
ROCKY
Some additions you'd better look over.
We thought about it and changed the outcome of the prize a bit. We want to incorporate your story into a movie we're making.
LEE
(doubtful)
Yeah...?
ROCKY
The release form you signed goes into it all-we can change it as we see fit.

Suddenly Lee Realizes the implication.
LEE
Hey waitaminnit!
RocKY

Listen! They WANT your story-they WANT you!

Uh..you mean you want ME to write a movie script?
ROCKY
Yes, the contract goes into it all, but basically you'd retain all rights of the original story; we'd split the profits of the movie. The company is looking into it in a big way-so they're hiring.
He's not quite sure where this is going, but willing to go along.
ROCKY
Remember all the noise and commotion with that helicopter flying around last week? That was for the beginning-a big grabber. The director and editor finished putting it together a couple of days ago.
Lee is still trying to take it all in.
 LEE
What about the actors and actresses?
ROCKY
They're already hired. Except the leads.
LEE
I've got a thing for red-heads, as you know-You'd be a great lead-if you're not turned off by her exploits.
ROCKY
Yeah, I kinda saw myself in what you wrote. And your picture and writing really turned me on too.
LEE
But I'm not an actor!
ROCKY
Well,neither am I, but if you want a red-head...
LEE
Then you weren't turned off by the story?
ROCKY
After reading and seeing the exploits in this...?
She picks up the magazine riffles through a few pages,and they view the pages together.
Close-ups
1.Cock into pussy
2. Woman sucking cock
3. Man Sucking cock/woman licking balls
4. Cock into ass
5. Woman Sucking pussy
Cut to:
Lee/rocky

LEE
Any of those you?
Rocky
(teasing)
You're just gonna hafta wait and find out.
LEE
Now that's not fair-you've seen mine.

ROCKY
(teasingly)
Use your imagination.
Then to get back to business.
ROCKY
How many pages for the full movie?
LEE
I'd think 60-70. Most movies run about an hour-give or take.
(beat)
Some of the newer better quality ones are running 90 minutes.
ROCKY/lee
(together)
There's so much...
LEE
You're right. There's lots  in it, but I wanted to make a good story. It's also a love story.
He picks up the magazine looking at it, then picks up his story .
ROCKY
What're you thinking?
LEE
I'll do it...W'ell do it.
ROCKY
Oh,damn...I almost forgot..I'm your new tenant-#6
She rummages in her bag again-pulls out another sheet of paper.
LEE

What?
He quickly scans the papers.

LEE
Looks good to me...
C'mon I'll get you the key. 

DISSOLVE TO:
Int lee's apt

Rocky walks through the living room and out to the kitchen which is in essence an extension of the living room.

INSERT PICTURE OF BRIDGE/OPERA HOUSE-
 The view is to die for: the opera house framed by the bridge,a few ferry boats crossing the water plus some pleasure cruisers and small craft.
Rocky 
Wow! What a view. 
Lee
The apartments all have the same lay-out. You're right under me.
Rocky
(teasingly)
Oh, I love the thought of being right under you..
Lee's a bit at a loss for words, so...
LEE
There's beer in the fridge if you like.
She goes to the fridge, and grabs two beers.
ROCKY
I could easily fall in love with 
this.

LEE
I was very lucky in getting here. A friend of mine's family owned the property. He inherited it. He's A Qantas steward, gone half the year, and needed someone to look after it collect rent, and so on. So in exchange for all that I get a free apartment and a small stipend. The rest of the time I'm trying to write.
ROCKY
I can see why you love it.

She moves away, going to the view again. She leans up against the window door, relaxed, breathing in the fresh breeze which brushes her hair. Lee quickly looks around grabs his camera and clicks off a couple of shots.
Rocky snaps out of her reverie.
LEE
I just had to get that pose.
Rocky takes a swig of beer, and a small dribble runs down her cheek.
Lee reaches out a finger and licks it off, then he pulls her to him gently and they kiss. First gently, then deeply, passionately.
LEE
I just had to do that..I...
The look on Rocky's face says she understands, is not offended, might even had expected it. She reaches out to him,strokes his face gently.
LEE
I'm not in the habit of doing that...and I can't explain why other than I've wanted to ever since I saw your picture.
ROCKY
That and a lot else,huh?
LEE
Well, I guess this is about as good a time to get into all the if's and's and but's of the contests rules and reg's.
ROCKY
Its all there-we decided to make it as simple and easy as possible. We wanted people-well, guys obviously -to write their fantasy story,and we'd read them, evaluate them,and decide.
LEE
How long did that take?
ROCKY
Almost three months-you wouldn't believe the responses we got. We read every one and we were swamped.
LEE
Yeah, but the story of you not being able to get a date-come on! You're the best-looking girl I've seen in my life.
ROCKY
Well, that was a bit of poetic license-but we needed something to be an incentive. Contractually we can't use/offer an actress.
LEE
And I won? What cinched it?
ROCKY
Your writing, the story..
(pause)
And that poem..where'd you ever find it?
LEE
It's original. Just like the story.
ROCKY
I thought so.
LEE
Well,that's my story, and as the man said, I'm sticking to it.
ROCKY
What's that supposed to mean?
LEE
Aww, Come on, Rocky-Any Guy I know would jump at the chance just to go out with you regardless of any chance of sex. I Can come up with a dozen reasons right off the bat.
ROCKY
Yeah, but the real one is you wrote in, didn't you? So even you hoped you'd have a chance.
LEE
Yeah, you're right. I thought you were probably a top model hired for the shoot, and that if anybody really won, they'd do a last minute switcheroo- Or maybe a slow week and you needed something to sell copy. But then I thought, I'm a writer, so maybe this could be the one.
ROCKY
The picture wasn't that bad either.
LEE
Well, it's that kinda mag isn't it? Plus I figured, if I qualified with the written word, I might as well as insure it with whatever other "talent" I possess. 
He goes over to the counter takes a swig of beer. Picks up the magazine, flips through it. His letter and pictures drop out.
LEE
I was beginning to think it was a complete come-on. No reply, not even a thank-you. So who had the final say?
ROCKY
Seeing as how it was going to be my body on the line, so to speak, my editor allowed me that final option. You wouldn't have believed the responses-it took us weeks...
LEE
Yeah, you said that.
ROCKY
Well, you could show a little appreciation.
LEE
Who made the final decision?
ROCKY
WHO do you think?
LEE
That's all I needed to know.
(beat)
Well, I guess I should show you the rest of the lay-out.
He gives a sweeping bow, indicating her exit.
Int. Bathroom
ROCKY
Wow, it's big enough to have an orgy in here.
LEE
(sarcastic)
Gee, I never thought of that...
INT. bed-room

ROCKY
So this is where it all happens, huh?
She walks around the bed-seems to check the bedposts 
LEE
What's up?
ROCKY
Checking for notches
LEE
It's a new one I just put in.
ROCKY
That many, huh?
LEE
Either that or the bed'd collapse.
She'd just taken a swig, and Lee had just started, when they both exploded with laughter. Lee spurted his out, and Rocky Burst out laughing, dabbing at his shirt. This was the moment, and he sweeps her up, covering her face in kisses.
He places he gently in the bed, starts to pull his pants off, when:
ROCKY
Hey! WAITAMINNIT!!
Lee let's her go
LEE
I thought...you did say I could show some appreciation..
ROCKY
Yeah, well me too, but....
Both feeling more than a bit embarrassed.
LEE
I probably over-reacted, but it just...Aah, shit, I'm sorry
ROCKY
Yeah, me too. It's not that I'm  prude or anything..Gad..it's just I think we were both a bit overcome there..and I'd like to, but just not yet. I'd like to get to know you a little better okay? One of us ought to think with a head other than the one on your penis. 
LEE
Yeah, you're probably right, we should back off a bit. After all you'll be living here in  a couple of weeks.
They kiss again,and leads her out. He gives her the keys.
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT. DAY-SOME TIME LATER
And Lee is up on the roof again, Some repairs, but as usual he has his camera. He stands up kneading his back, turns and snaps off a few shots of the bay. He climbs down the ladder, and as he passes what is now Rocky's flat, notices a slight movement thru the shades.
CuT TO:
His pov-thru shades
Rocky is spread-eagled on a kind of Mama-San chair looking at a picture, while masturbating.
CLOSE-UP
Rocky's cunt
As she fingers herself. Yes, Its a beautiful shade of red-like her hair.
BACK TO:
LEE
Nearly falling off the ladder; then he grabs his  camera and focusses in on Rocky. Snaps off shots looking at...
INT -rocky
Concentrating on the picture and satisfying herself, she finally, cums, and dropping the picture, squeezes her legs together with a deep groaning sigh.
Close-up
ThROUGH THE SHADES/LEE'S POV
Looking thru camera lens He zooms in on....
ClosE-UP
The picture
It's him in the garden, jacking off.
CUT TO: 
Ext-day 
LEE
Once again grabbing for support. The ladder teeters and he loses his balance, and the stepladder falls backward.
LEE
Ooohhhh....SHIT!!
CUT TO:
The pool
SPLOOSH!!!
CLOSE-UP
LEE
As he surfaces, splashing around.
CUT TO:
ROCKY'S FACE-looking out the window
ROCKY
My God, Lee-are you all right?
Before he can answer, she's disappeared.
Lee swims to the edge and pulls himself out.  He sees-
ClOSE-UP
His camera
On the lawn-seemingly unharmed. He quickly scoops it up.
Just then Rocky comes running around.
ROCKY
What the hell just happened? Are you all-right?
Shakes himself.
LEE
Something got in my eye, just lost my balance.
ROCKY
Here,let me help..
She puts an arm around him, and he reacts with a grimace.
ROCKY
Okay, Mr. Macho-man, let's have a look...
She looks at his back.
CLOSE-UP
A big red welt
JUST ABOVE THE KIDNEY
ROCKY
Well, I hope it was worth it.
LEE
You'd never believe it.
INT. lee's  
She's administering to his injury,as he has his arms up in the air.
As she comes around to face him, she notices the growing lump in his crotch. The tip of her tongue comes out.
Lee suddenly brings his arms down around her,entrapping her, and kisses her deeply, passionately.
She responds in kind, but inadvertently touches his wound, causing him to wince in pain.
However her other hand is probing his front, and soon both her hands are pulling his pants down. His cock pops out long and hard. She wastes no time in servicing him.
CLOSE-UP
The best blow-job ever
As she lovingly, longingly, slowly, rapidly, languidly, mouths him. He is soon bucking, and pulls out to cum.
CLOSE-UP
Cum squirting out
All over that beautiful face.
LEE
(breathless)
My Gawd...that was fantastic...
CUT TO:
He bends down and licks his cum off her face as he kisses and caresses her. Deep,wet, cum-exchanging kisses.
They stroke, hug, feel,explore each other's faces and bodies. Then Lee stops-holds her away.
CUT TO:
LEE
I've got something to confess.
He goes and picks up his camera. Manipulates it.
Close-UP
The images of her masturbating
CUT TO:
Rocky
(angry)
HOW THE HELL....?
LEE
Just hold it for a sec...look at this one... Who's cock is that you're looking at?
ClOSE-UP
Pic of him jacking off in garden
CuT TO:
Them both
ROCKY
(sheepish)
Okay, you caught me.
(laughs)
So that's how you fell off the ladder!
LEE
Look, no-one's at fault here-we were enjoying each other voyeuristically-me in a secluded spot-you in your room. It just shows that we're both attracted to each other,and the same enjoyment.
ROCKY
You're right-I'm sorry-at least now we can be open and honest about it.
LEE
I just love jacking-off! And your picture turns me on. 
I want to do everything possible with you-explore all facets of Eros! 
ROCKY
We will, lover-and I promise you the wildest night at the club you've ever had.
LEE
Which one is it?
ROCKY
Have you heard of Missy Lee's "Le Coq D'Or"?

LEE
"The Golden Cock"! GAWD!I thought that was impossible to ever get in.
ROCKY
It is-membership is passed down and it costs a mint to join-and only by invitation.
LEE'S FACE-
As several expressions overcome him-surprise,excitement, to name a few.
LEE
Then how...?
ROCKY
All I know is our magazine owner's family and Missy's family go
W -a-a -a- y-y back!
LEE
Like I've always said it's who you know that counts in this world.
SEX ACTION SCENE #1-CHAIR
Lee picks her up,takes her over to a nearby big overstuffed chair. Starts stripping her. She pulls off her top, unzips her jeans kicks them away, then suddenly stops. Only has panties on now, and she covers her crotch with her hands.


Rocky
Wait, I've got to tell you something..show you something unusual...about me...my....
LEE
(a bit frustrated)

What? I know you're not a man..and at this point,I don't really care...
ROCKY
Well, not in the usual sense, but I have something a bit unusual... oh, hell...look.
Pulls her panties off, spreads her legs                 
Close-UP
Her vagina
She has an enlarged clitoris-it is almost like a small carrot sticking up its beautiful little pink head free and clear of the springy bush surrounding it.
ROCKY
Have you ever seen anything like this?
The expression on Lee's face says it all. For a beat he's speechless.
LEE
(gasping)
I've heard of it, but...oh, I've got to get my mouth around that!

ROCKY
You've got a right to be annoyed with me, and I should be the one apologizing. But it was nice you did. So...I want to be completely honest with you, especially in sex, because it's so important to me, and from what I've gathered, to you too. Do you know what an elongated clitoris is?
Lee just dives  right in, lifting her legs up, and burrowing his face deep in her cleft. Shoves his tongue deep up inside.
Close-UP
Her clit
Bright, shiny, and slick among the red-gold hairs, a good two inches in length, and as slim as a little finger.
CLOSE-UP
His cock
Stretching for all its worth
Pretty soon, she's writhing and bucking. Again, she pushes him away. Between gasps, she blurts,
ROCKY
(gasping)
Wa...watch...me...!
Close-UP
Her cunt
And, Christ, another miracle: she actually SQUIRTS her juice out of her cunt! Her spasms  so powerful, and her flow so profuse, it looks at first,like she's peeing. 
Lee opens his mouth and sticks out his tongue to catch some of the liquid. She can EJACULATE!
She's a SQUIRTER!  Lee laps it up. He's in cunt-heaven!
She spasms four really hard ones, each spurting out of her like a hard short piss, spraying over his eager, open mouth and face.
CloSE-UP
LEE'S face
 One causes him to gag, but he recovers quickly and buries his face in her snatch, licking it, rubbing his face in its slickness, breathing in its aroma, feeling its soft, lush  growth. Like a bee to a flower's pollen. Only this flower resembles the beautiful orchid: Rycholelica Digbyana, which actually does look like a beautiful dewy cunt. 
DISSOLVE TO:
Super-impose Picture of orchid
BACK TO:
BoTH
ROCKY
Aaaarrrrggghhhh, GAWWWDDD!!

She groans still spasming, although to a lesser degree now. Her little cock was still rigid, as she reaches down to begin playing with it. 
Lee pulls back to observe and enjoy the show. 
LEE
"Oh, yeah, babe that looks great. Keep it up!"

He looks around for his camera, quickly grabs it and clicks off a few shots.
She arches her back and groans with pleasure as she begins cumming again.
Cut TO:
THE CHAIR-
The seat cover underneath her buttocks is soaking, so prodigious is her flow. Her inner thighs  sleek with her fluids.
CLOSE-UP
LEE focusing his camera on her and...


 A great shot of her clit, stretching proud and tall between the golden heather, a monument to the cave   of pleasure it stood over.
Lee takes a couple more beautiful close ups.
CuT TO:
ROCKY
Now she spreads her lips apart, and dips a finger into the pink wet recesses of her pleasure pit.
LEE
Stay in that position, hon. It's great for what I have in mind.
ROCKY'S FACE


She just purrs and smiles a sly know-it-all-smile. 
CUT TO:
lee
He grabs a small pillow, pushes it under her butt,lifting her up a bit, licks his index finger.
CLOSE-UP

He Drops down in front of her again. He slowly inserts his finger in her little pucker hole.
CUT TO:
ROCKY
(flinching slightly)
            "Do you think you'll fit?"
LEE
Do you mind? I've got to get up your ass-hole. Keep Playing with yourself, and we'll get it to relax.

She smiles even more, and continues playing with herself, while Lee  probes and licks. He inserts both first and second finger into her cunt to get them well and truly slicked.
Cut TO:
LEE
Running his tongue out and up into her snatch, gathering some of that rare and exquisite elixir to deposit it in her asshole as a lubricant. THREE fingers up that other hole, now! And suddenly it opened wide up
ClosE-UP

Her VAGINA and ass-hole

  You actually see up inside it - dark, slick, but what a sight!
CUT TO:
Lee/rocky sex action
 He steadies himself, holds his cock-head at the entrance, and pushes slowly in. She braces herself, lying back and spreading her legs, pushing herself forward. 
ROCKY
I've never done anything like this before.

 Then suddenly he is sucked in like a vacuum, and all of his long, hard 9 ½" is imbedded firmly in her glove soft, tight-fitting, warm asshole. 
He looks at her, amazed.
CLOSE-UP

ROCKY 
She has the biggest, fucking, shit-eating grin on her face.
ROCKY
(giggling)
GOTCHA!
Now Lee stands up, and looping her legs over his arms, spreads her legs wide apart, and begins slow, deliberate driving. Her legs slide down his arms and grabbing her ankles now, her body forming a "V". At this point,we are beginning to get an idea   of how truly flexible she is, and what is in store.
LEE
Gawwd, what a fantastic fuck! What a beautiful, TIGHT asshole!
ROCKY
Thought I couldn't take you, huh?

"Not sure...or if you were even approachable to anal. I'm no weenie.
ROCKY
More like a Polish Sausage!
LEE
Well, how'd you feel about butt-fucking?
ROCKY
How'd you think I'd feel?
LEE
In this position...? Stuffed!


And they collapse in giggles, and she wraps her lithe, long legs around him and squeezes so hard, he can't draw a deep breath...
LEE
My God, you're strong. I hope I don't ever give you an excuse to do that for real.
ROCKY
Just keep doing what you're doing and you'll have nothing to worry about, darling.

Her little "cock" is still erect, and Lee's Rambo slick and stiff with effort.
They change position now,with her on all fours, and him in back  as he plunges deep inside her rectum and his hands grabs her firm buttocks.
CLOSE-UP
Her butt
And there are two sand-dollar-type dimples at the base of her spine -ideal thumb grips,which Lee uses with vigor.
LEE
(panting)
I'm getting near, babe...
He pulls her to him and shoots a huge load up into her butt, lifting her up,cupping those round beautiful cheeks,holding her firmly driving up,up into that delightfully tight, dark vortex.

CUT TO:
ClosE-UP
LEE PULLS OUT AND CUMS ALL OVER HER BUTT. RUBS HIS COCK UP AND DOWN BETWEEN HER CHEEKS,STROKES HIMSELF. 
CUT TO:
BOTH
As he gently pulls her to him,and turns her around. They kiss, deeply, passionately-then softly,gently...and he picks her up in his arms, and kicking their crumpled clothes aside..
DISSOLVE TO
Later-in bed
In the after-glow they are talking,still gently stroking, feeling, caressing each other
LEE
That wasn't just my cum shooting up your butt-it was ours! 
ROCKY
What d'you mean?
LEE
To me, butt-fucking is what it's all about- don't get me wrong I love pussy too, but I feel a cunt is for sucking and a butt-hole is for fucking,and when a woman allows a man to do that to her, she's allowing him access to her very soul-it's a distinct privilege,and one I consider a great pleasure.
RoCKY
You say the nicest things.
She kisses him,again.
LEE
I mean just about anyone can get up a snatch,but getting into a butt-hole is an advantage and joy, I'll always value.
ROCKY
We've only begun to scratch the surface lover-there's much more where that came from. I don't know about you,but you're just what I've needed for a long time!
LEE
Well, I haven't exactly been the life of the party around here.
Rocky
As I amply saw earlier
She reaches for his hand, scrutinizes it-
ROCKY
Hmm, quite the pro-no calluses.
They laugh at that.
LEE
That's another thing I like about you-you're so open-minded about sex.
ROCKY
I love it! I saw how people use it against people they supposedly "love", and swore at an early age I'd never do that. I mean if it's the best thing between two people, how the FUCK can they use it to hurt each other?
He grabs her and begins smothering her with kisses.
CLOSE-UP
His cocK
He puts her hand on it..
LEE
Well,as we both know,I have a rather formidable weapon here...
ROCKY
Talking of which-how often...you know..
She starts massaging him.
LeE
Jack-off? Gawd, as long as I can remember.
ROCKY
And how often...?
LEE
Whenever I feel like it..at least twice a day-sometimes three. I gotta admit the thought of you watching me in the garden was a turn on.
ROCKY
For me too,as you saw.
LEE
So, we do seem to be sexually compatible. Oh,and thanks..
ROCKY
Huh..?
Lee
Anal-as I said I really love it. The few women I've had in the past could barely take me up their cunts,far less anal,so they'd usually end up trying to give me a blow-job or jacking me off. So, how come you can-and weren't turned off by it?
ROCKY
Well,I was a wanna-be ballet dancer,believe it or not,and during my brief stint,I saw too many of those boys backstage in-and-out of compromising positions-I got so used to seeing -and handling -big cocks, that when i saw my first "normal" sized one I thought my date was abnormal,and ended up laughing-God, what an embarrassment that was!
LEE
More for him than you.
ROCKY
Oh, the poor dear. Even  after I tried explaining to him,he had the hardest time believing me, and getting hard again. I really worked on that one!
LEE
Then he had the hardest time ever, if what we've just had is any indication.
ROCKY
You keep saying the nicest things. Well, lets just say that we helped each other explore and find out things sexually-so anal was one of them.
LEE
But...if he was..normal?
ROCKY
We tried everything-toys,dildos and butt-plugs.
LEE
(amazed)
You even tried those?
ROCKY
Yes, I wanted to experience everything I could, so that was just part of it.
LEE
I'm..at a loss for words...I..find that so revealing, and honest..
He strokes her face,following that fine jaw-line,up to her ear and around into her hair. They begin to fondle and kiss and she reaches down and begins stroking him. 
CLOSE-UP
His cock
And it's hard and long again. He picks her up,takes her into the  living room.
CUT TO:
The large overstuffed chair-club style
It has a low back and shallow seat.
He places her in it-spreads her legs, and places them over each arm.
CLOSE-UP
Rocky spread-eagled
CUT TO:
Full-shot/BoTH
As Lee starts masturbating in front of her,and she responds in kind.
We watch as they tease and stimulate each other-
Intercut
Them both masturbating-her cunt/clit - his stiff cock
She teases her erect, stiff clit, jutting up from that golden red growth. Her profuse excretions  dampens the seat beneath her, going through the cushion and when she squirts it's sopping wet, even though Lee does his best to swallow as much of her cum as he can.

SEX SESSION-CHAIR#2
LEE
(forcefully)
Turn around and let your boobs and arms hang over the back of the chair.
He grabs a bolster and places it between her knees.
CLOSE-UP
Her cunt and asshole
BACK TO:
LEE
STAY THERE!
ROCKY
(whimpering)
Yes...master...Bater!
Lee goes to a drawer,pulls out a few ties,returns to her, and begins tying her hands to the back of the chair legs. Then he 
Ties her ankles to the front legs of the chair.
She is now firmly bound in a position leaving her completely open and vulnerable to him.
FOLLOW ACTION AS:
Lee goes around back of the chair to face her, and wipes his raging hard-on all over her face.
CLOSE-UP
The pre-cum streaking her face
BACK TO:
Lee pushes his long hard cock into her eager waiting mouth, and she gulps it with wild abandon.
ROCKY
(gulping)
Wher'd you get this idea from...?
LEE
I'd been thinking of this idea for a while-just never found the right person for it.
SEX ACTION:

He reaches for her beautiful round tits, swollen now with lust, perky yet full and inviting, the nipples hard with passion. He fondles and caresses them, then fills his mouth with them.
Then he stands back and reaches for the Astro-lube and begins massaging it onto his engorged cock, as she watches with lust-filled eyes.
He jacks  off in front of her.It doesn't take long, and he spurts a long, thick trail all over her face and mouth. She runs her tongue out and all around, licking up every drop she can reach, and what she can't he  does kissing and licking her, and soon they are deep kissing and exchanging cum kisses.
Cut TO:
LEE   
Goes back around to the front, and gazes down at the fantastic sight staring back up at him.
CLOSE-UP
ROCKY'S BUTT & CUNT
 Her beautiful buttocks, looking forever like that familiar depiction of the heart. Her asshole open and inviting above the equally receptive and glorious cunt.
BACK TO:
BOTH
HE positions below her and between her legs - places his back and neck on the seat -his face level with her mid-section. Her cunt is now right above and in front of him.
He reaches up to  her asshole  then runs it down into her pussy to  slick with some of her juices.  
Then inserts it into her asshole, and she again flinches with anticipation. 
CLOSE-UP

LEE 
Pushes  finger up into that tight vortex, twirling it as  widening the hole. Then  inserts another finger, while also pushing tongue further up into her dripping pussy.
ROCKY
(gasping)
Ooohhh....yesss...
She pushes back on him. Moans and squirms.
LEE/ROCKY ACTION
He squirts some of the lube on his fingers, and re-inserts them up her butt-hole,  The lube and his tongue seemed to work, as his fingers slipped in and up with little restraint. 
He licks and eats her out as he plays with her butt. Then he wriggles out and stands up behind her.
LEE
Well,you've come to the right guy, if you like to get your butt fucked regularly.
He pulls her up into position,on her knees this time, beautiful ass up in the air. He steadies himself,as he rubs his cock up between her cheeks then slowly pushes it up into her ass-hole. Then begins the long delightful plunge into extasy.
ROCKY
When're you going to give me some of that beauty in my pussy ?
LEE
Don't worry about that,babe. You'll be walkin' funny, but with a wide grin on your face. I Just want more of that sweet ass-hole.
CLOSE-UP


She balanced herself and brought her hand up to cover his Intertwining our fingers, they inserted them together into her moist depths and explored her hidden treasures: - her inner and outer lips, up to the very back of her cervix, in and out and all around. Then out and up in front of her face, inserting their slick fingers into her mouth where she licked and sucked her juices off. Then it's Lee's my turn and he replaced my fingers into her cunt and rubbed her beautiful proud clit between thumb and forefinger, collecting her precious overflow in the palm of his hand. Her flow was prodigious, and he brings the sweet elixir up to his face and breathes the heady aroma then laps it like a man dying of thirst. And all the while,he's was pumping his stiff cock in and up, up, up, that delicious, tight, form-fitting, cock-squeezing, pleasure hole. Now she moved, steadying herself as she wiggled forward. 
LEE
Are you okay?
ROCKY
(panting)
Yeah, I just want to try something.
And she edged over to the edge of the bed, and keeping him imbedded, drops her hands and upper body off the bed. Lee grabs her hips to steady her - Now he was over her, penetrating her deeper than in the old style "Doggie" butt-fuck. I guess you could call this a "barrow" style. To get an even better control and balance, Lee moves his hands  down to her knees and cups them, as she once again steadied herself on stiffened arms on the floor. 
CUT TO:
Their reflections in the closet mirror
Seeing "another couple" - the reflections going at it like gang-busters, adds to the atmosphere, and it doesn't take  long.
LEE
I want to spray on you.
He pulls out milking it for all it's worth.
ROCKY
(gasping)
Oh,yes...on my butt...
CUT TO:
LEE PULLS OUT AND CUMS ALL OVER HER BUTT. 

 A second, thinner stream squirted out over her lower back and a third albeit smaller load spurted from his still hard man-handler, adding to the mess already dribbling down over her butt and inner legs.
CLOSE-UP
FISTING

 Wanting to satisfy her vaginally, he inserts his fingers and found her cunt to be very accessible, and easy to penetrate. His whole fist slips in to the wrist. He twists it around inside her, my knuckles kneading her cervix. She moaned and moved in extasy. Dribbles of his cum mingled with hers and dripped onto the bedspread.
CUT TO:

Her legs were balanced once again on the bed, and she leans way over and down, bracing herself on the floor as Lee pushes his fist up her accommodating cunt.
LEE
Are you all-right? Not hurting you?
She gives a long drawn-out sigh, and shudders with pleasure.
ROCKY
(panting)
No...no...way....GAWD! You are the best.....
LEE
Watch out for carpet burns!



Finally it's too much for Lee to bear, and he grabs her by the nape of her neck and pulls her to a stop. He pulls his hand out of her cunt and it makes a sound like it was coming out of a can of oil. A thick "Thop"
She twists around and gazes at him with lust-filled eyes, and kept spasming, her hips thrusting up at me. Her cunt lips were wide apart and swollen, her clit stretching proud and tall going for six inches as it peeked out of that luxuriate foliage surrounding the vortex of pleasure that was now slick and dripping with the results of her efforts.
CUT TO:
 And then it happened: her juices gathered and formed and combining with the spasms once again shot out of her depths with explosive regularity. 
Lee quickly positions him self and catches some of her fluids on his cock and belly, as he pounds his shaft using her juices to lubricate it, shooting his load and once again their fluids mixed and mingled and dripped and flowed and ran together in that pleasure patch between her legs.
Now she reached up for him eyes half-closed, a smile of complete satiation on her face, hair tousled, and face sex-puffed. Both their bodies  covered with the sweet tang of effort, pleasure and passion. Remnants of  cum clung in globs to our crotch hairs, and a small glob leaked out his cock head and drips a long string onto her belly. She giggles and winds it around her finger and sucks it into her mouth, the sliver hanging down from her lips, over her chin. God, what a sight! What an absolute turn-on!
She just flicks it in with the tip of her tongue and licked her lips making a smacking sound.
ROCKY
Mmm...delicious!

Before she dropped off, she mumbled into his neck, 
ROCKY
Don't forget...you still owe me some cock-time..



Small exhalations escape from her throat, and he  gazes lovingly at her profile. Her tousled hair falls urchin-like over her eyes, and he gently brushes it aside. Lee bends down and softly kisses her eyelids and a slight smile curves her mouth. Her exhalations are shallow and relaxed and Lee lays his head gently next to her and breathes them in.
DISSOLVE TO:
Int.
Next morning:shower sex scene /GOLDEN SHOWER
They are showering together. Rocky starts to step out.
ROCKY
I need to pee.
Lee stops her, then turns off the water.
LEE
Don't-it just goes down the drain-besides, I've got a better use for it.
He settles himself on the floor, smiling.
Rocky just shakes her head in amusement, and straddles him, aiming her stream at his chest,then down to his hard cock.
He adjusts himself so that he can get some of that golden liquid on his face, and Rocky obliges, reaching down to open her cunt lips, and pissing a hard, hot stream of golden liquid. 
CUT TO:
Lee readjusts himself
Between her legs, so that his face can get its share of the golden shower that's now gushing out of her cunt.


CLOSE-UP
Lee's face & mouth
Receiving and enjoying her hot, golden piss all over it.  
BACK TO:
Full shot-both

His cock revives like it's a cactus after a five year drought- Man, did that have an effect! He grabs it and starts jacking off and she spurts some more trying to slow the flow so she can help prolong his enjoyment.
The warm liquid, like ambrosia- flows over his pounding hand and down over his cock -head onto his balls and thighs. The smell of her urine adds a headiness to the atmosphere, and with her dying dribbles, he shoots a wad that lands on her knee. They laugh at that, then  cling together- their mouths and hands tearing at each other. 
SQUAT SCENE 
His mouth finds hers and  exchanges deep kisses. Then she backs off and placing her hands on his shoulders, makes him sit back down on the floor again where she turns around and SQUATS OVER HIS FACE  enabling him to lap up every sweet drop of liquid in that delicious cunt. Cum or piss - Lee is in heaven and it's all a life-sustaining, youth-prolonging elixir.
He just loved it. She begins paroxysms, shuddering, pushing her moist, musty cunt down onto his face.
LEE
Are you ready?
ROCKY
(breathless)
Almost...yes...nearly....ooohhhh.....yessss!
And she collapses on him,still shuddering, only now with laughter.
ROCKY
Are you content, my darling?
She caresses his face.
LEE
For the present..but I want to make sure you realize what you are getting into with me.
ROCKY
(wryly)
I think you're the one getting into things.
Lee
Yeah,well...I mean I want to be sure you're okay with it, because I want to experience everything with you,that I've ever wanted to do with a woman.
ROCKY
Darling,I enjoy everything we do together.
They kiss, and exit the shower. As they begin toweling each other...
DISSOLVE TO:
Series of shots
Lee at his computer, writing.
Rocky at the studio working.
Lee working around the apartment building.
Over these SHOTS we hear 
LEE'S VOICE
(OVER)
There was still the matter of getting the script written, and presentable. As fast as I finished a page, Rocky was there printing it out and grabbing it to take away. I only hoped that whoever was directing this was a pro. The next couple of weeks kept me busy around the apartment building and writing, and Rocky at the studio coordinating everything. Little did I know what that included....
DISSOLVE TO:
Int.Lee's place-sometime later
Lee is at his desk-top,writing. Rocky is on her cell-phone.
Rocky
Great!Bye.
She hangs up with a snap, runs to Lee, gives him a big hug.
She's really excited.
ROCKY
Guess what...
LEE
Okay...what?
ROCKY
Remember I told you about my friend,Lisa? Well, she's back from Thailand.
LEE
Well,good...I guess?
ROCKY
She's the person I told you about who went to get a procedure.
LEE
Oh,yeah, something about plastic surgery.
ROCKY
(evasive)
Well,it was a bit more than that.
LEE
So,you gonna tell me,or what?
ROCKY
She'll be here in a few minutes,so you'll get to meet her and see for yourself. Boy,are you in for a big surprise.
LEE
I don't know about all this. Why are you evading the question?
ROCKY
Will you trust me on this? If I told you, it'd spoil it.
LEE
For who-you or me?
ROCKY
You must know by now,I'd never do anything mean or dispirited toward you-when I said you'll be surprised, I meant in a good,fun way. Yes, she had some plastic surgery done-for want of a better word-but it was very special,and I really want her to tell what happened.
The door bell rings. Rocky runs to the door, opens it.
Standing there is Lisa- a good-looking blonde,like them in her early 30's,with big fashionable glasses.
Rocky grabs her and they hug. Then Rocky pulls her in.
ROCKY
Lee, this is my best gal-pal, Lisa. Lisa, this is Lee.
Lisa
Hi lee, it's a pleasure. I've heard a lot about you.
LEE
Oh,Jeez,  what has she been telling you?
LISA
Oh,nothing you won't be able to live up to.

LEE
I understand you've been travelling?
ROCKY
Oh, give her a chance to relax.
She grabs Lisa, pulls her over to the couch, sits her down.
ROCKY
Want a beer?
LISA
Yeah, that's fine,thanks.
LEE
I'll get them.
He does so, as the girls sit and chat, returns with the beers.
RoCKY
Okay-the floor is yours.
Lisa opens a satchel, pulls out a lap top and opens it up.
CUT TO:
Close-up
LAP-TOP
PICTURES
Of a good looking man in his 30's-clothed, and nude- tallish,slim, and we recognize that it is Lisa.
Lisa's voice
(over)
Well,this was me before.

BACK TO:
THEM ALL
LEE
Well, good for you..I like your boobs.
He looks at Rocky, quizzically.
ROCKY
Oh,that's not all..
(to Lisa)
Go on, don't be shy-show him. I wanna see too!
Lisa stands up,starts disrobing- and like Lee said- great pair of breasts.
Then removes skirt and-
CLOSE-UP
She has both a penis and vagina
LEE
(astounded)
My God!
ROCKY
Wow! Even better than I expected!!
LEE
How the hell...? Is it real...?
They both scramble to get closer to see .
BACK TO:
Them all
Lisa is now spread-eagled on the couch, with Rocky and Lee inspecting the merchandise
ROCKY
I told you he'd be interested.
LEE
Interested's not the word-fascinated...how...can I touch you?
LISA
Be my guest.
CLOSE-UP

As Lee gently feels and strokes her genitals,then inserting his finger up inside her pussy. Her cock is now stiff as a rod. Lisa begins moving, and moaning with pleasure. Rocky now joins in, by giving her a blow-job.
Soon all three are enjoying each other in a variety of ways:
LEE fucking Lisa from behind, while Rocky continues giving her a b/j licking Lisa and Lee.
LISA fucking ROCKY,while LEE jacks off watching them both.
LISA giving LEE a B/J
LISA fucking ROCKY while LEE sucks them both,although a bit hesitantly with Lisa's cock.
Afterwards, they are talking.
LEE
I didn't think it'd be so real. It's amazing.
LISA
Yeah, I'm quite pleased.
ROCKY
So, do you have any feeling?
LISA
Yeah,but not what you think-I'm aware of the sensation,and a little feeling.
LEE
I thought they used the penis to reform the vagina.
LISA
The doctor who did me has revolutionized the industry. Laser surgery-less scarring,smaller incision,and only removes the balls,leaving the penis if requested-which, as you see I did. I'm enjoying the best of both worlds.
LEE
But you can't cum? No balls-no semen?
LISA
No,but that's a small price to pay,for all the other rewards.
She turns to Lee.
LISA
(cont'd)
Lee, I noticed you were a bit hesitant in reciprocating. You're not Bi?
LEE
I never really thought about it. I played with myself and other guys as a kid-still jack-off,as Rocky'll tell you- but I've been hetero all my adult life. But I gotta admit you are very enticing,and it was very erotic.
Lisa
Well,being with you both appeals to me very much. 
ROCKY
I'll say! That was great,huh,Lee?
LEE
I gotta say it was. We'd  discussed doing it with another couple,but this way's even kinkier. 
ROCKY
Yeah, and I've got two cocks,now.
LEE
I've got two cunts.
LisA
I've got the best of both worlds.
DISSOLVE TO:
Ext-night 
They and Rocky are about to leave for the club.
They are dressed elegantly-he in tux,Rocky in a beautiful sheath-like kimono-style dress with a long slit up the thigh,Lisa is wearing a good-looking pant-suit. 
INT/EXT
They exit just as a limo pulls up.
The chauffeur gets out and opens the door for them.
He is professional,courteous, and efficient.
Chauffeur
Good evening,folks.
They get in.
INT. LIMO
CHAUFFEUR
On behalf of Missy Lee and Le Coq d'Or, I'd like to welcome you. My name is Benson. Please help yourselves to refreshments -it'll take about forty-five minutes. 
With that he closes them off, and they settle in.
Rocky now tells them about the place.
ROCKY
It's out in the country-a huge estate that ensures complete privacy. Been in the same family since the first-fleeters. There's a rumour that when Captain Bligh was Governor, he was a member. It's also very exclusive-and expensive-annual membership is upward of $50,000 per annum. And that's just for starters. Any potential member is thoroughly screened and has to have the approval of several different standing members,besides the qualifier.
Intercut
Traffic/streets
As they traverse out to the country. Over all this, Rocky continues filling Lee in on what the evening will bring.
Rocky
It's based on the old,and notorious "Hell-Fire" Clubs of the 18th century in England which were, like this,very private,secure and discreet. They catered to members' every wish. They were meeting places of "People of Quality" who wished to take part in immoral acts.
LEE
(feigning shock)
We're going to take part in immoral acts?
Lisa just smiles.

DISSOLVE TO
Various Scenes/pictures
Of Different Hellfire Clubs.
Over these depictions ROCKY continues explaining the history and characteristics to LEE & LISA.
ROCKY
(cont'd)
One owner/operator,Sir Francis Dashwood,had a family home outside London in the country,called Medmenham Abbey. Upon moving in,Dashwood had numerous,expensive works done on the buildings. It was at this time that a stained-glass window was installed with the motto, "Fais ce que tu voudras" above the doorway,which means "Do what you will". 
Underneath The Abbey, Dashwood had a series of caves carved out from an existing one, all decorated with mythological themes,pornographic drawings and figurines,phallic symbols, and other such items of a sexual nature.
DISSOLVE TO:
InT. limo
LEE
Sounds like The Grotto at Hef's place. Think there's caves where we're going?
ROCKY
(pointing)
Well,we'll soon find out. We're almost there.
CUT TO:
ExT.night 
The limo pulls up at a large wrought-iron gate,which opens automatically. They sweep up a long driveway toward...
IN THE DISTANCE-
A GRAND ESTATE HOUSE ATOP A HILL. IT LOOKS LIKE "TARA" -RIGHT OUT OF "GONE WITH THE WIND"
DISSOLVE TO:
EXT-NIGHT GRAND PORTICO
The limo pulls up, and a liveried foot-man steps out and opens the door.
As they step out...
Pan to
Entrance doors
Huge,thick,carved glass and wood,with gleaming brass hardware. Up above , just like The Abbey, a similar stained glass decoration with the very words- "FAIS CE QUE TU VOUDRAS"
The door-man tips his hat,and pulls the door open.
Int. Club -vestibule
It is a longish hallway. Prominently placed is a large painting of a Devil-like man,horns and long,slender tail,which is curled down between his legs,and goes up between hers-snaking up into her cunt,while his huge,vein-entwined cock is fucking her up the ass. 
Other well-dressed gentlemen and their equally beautifully- coiffed ladies are milling about,looking at it and other erotic,pornographic depictions,pointing and giggling.
A cute waitress dressed in an abbreviated French Maid's costume weaves between them as they are stacked in the foyer, passing out drinks and hors-doeuvres. Neither she nor her cocktails-offering companion have anything on under their brief costumes. And they have fine butts.
 They are ushered in then, and a beautiful hostess approaches  over to greet them. 
Hostess
Hi, Rocky. Welcome,I'm so glad you could make it.

Rocky introduces her to Lee and Lisa.
ROCKY
This is Missy Lee,the owner and proprietress-Missy, this is Lee Personne, and Lisa Myers.
Proficiently, Missy checks her reservations list.
Missy
 Welcome,and I promise you it'll be a night you'll remember. Leave your inhibitions at the door-and you won't be shocked. 
She extends her hand in greeting. She turns and snaps her fingers at a waiting usherette.
MISSY
Amber, show my special guests to the executive section.
  Amber does as bid, and they enter the room.
CUT TO:
InT. club
Donna Summer's rendition of "Love to Love You, Baby"  playing in the background,   and some of the audience giggling and the girls going along with her faking orgasms.
It is right out of one of those old Fred and Ginger musicals of the 1930's - you know- all art-deco, silver and mirrors, black and white. The stage is enveloped by two long, sweeping stairs that come down on either side of the room. They walk down the stairs,which are sectioned off every fourth step down to a tier-like stadium seating, so every table in the room has a great unobstructed view of the stage. There is a small, discrete orchestra-pit ensconced underneath the stairs. The room also has three huge HD Video screens, catching all the action up-close and very personal.
CUT TO:


THE STAGE
It is round and rotates. There are eight poles and dancers gyrating on and around them with other girls parading around on stage, either totally nude or scantily-clad. Most are shaved, but some are nicely trimmed and two or three really stand out with full bushes between their legs. There are some guy dancers as well, lithe muscular bodies.
CLOSE-UP

One bushy girl swings up onto a pole and swings around, legs spread wide open for all to see.
CUT TO:
AUDIENCE

And there is wild, enthusiastic applause from men.
CLOSE-UP

Another dancer on stage as she squats down at the edge of the stage and spreads to let Lee and Rocky look at her cunt as she fingers herself .Lee and Rocky  then exchange a grin, he gets his wallet, pulls out a twenty, hands it to her, and she makes a point of wrapping the bill around her finger,rolls on a small condom, then slowly and sensuously inserts it into the dancer's pussy.
Pull out to:

Full shot-CENTER STAGE
A very supple girl, who begins bending backwards. Another dancer places a large dildo on its base behind her.
She bends back further and further until she captures it in her mouth, and raises back up to raucous applause.
ANOTHER ANGLE:
As guys now surround her, and she flips over, balancing herself in a headstand, legs spread, forming a "Y". The guys all start masturbating, in a bukakke ring. Soon cum is spurting all over her and she is drenched in it.
CLOSE-UP
Her pussy as it is drenched in spurts of dripping cum.
CLOSE -UP
Her face and body all dripping gobs of cum.
Inter-cut
VARIOUS SHOTS-BUKAKKE
The guys jacking off on her.
CUT TO:
Center stage
As the lights dim,and the MC announces :
MC
Ladies and Gentlemen,"Missy Lee welcomes you to "Le Coq d'Or"-the world's premiere sex-club! For your entertainment and pleasure tonight we are proud to present -Jackie, the world's foremost practitioner of the exotic and erotic art of -MAGISEX!- Along with Andre,her Creation.
The room goes completely dark and attention focuses on the stage.
The stage rotates and curtains part to present a Grand-Guignol/Gothic setting.
A laboratory-style set appears with all the makings right out of a "Frankenstein" movie-you know-the zapping lights and weird sounds. There is even the weird-looking assistant-only this one is a small person-a dwarf-Gnome-like with a huge misshapen hump on his back He is dressed only in leather straps and boots,his cock and balls visibly dangling between his legs. He shuffles over to where the covered body is lying on the operating table.
Lightning flashes and there is a loud crash of thunder, as the dwarf cranks the table up into a vertical position..
He sweeps the cover off..revealing...ANDRE!
He appears to be about 6'6" in height, lithe and muscular-and surprisingly-a small penis!
Another flash of lightning and thunderous crash...and now
JACKIE-
And she is a small,compact creature with pixie-like features,and indeed ears which are framed by a page-boy cut. She is like an amalgam of all the best of those little Olympic gymnasts of past eras, like  Dominic Moceanu, Nadia Comenici, and Kerry Struggs -A petite,eye-poppingly,lip-smackingly,delightful little package.
Off-stage announcer
Ladies and Gentlemen-Jackie-The Giant-Killer!


The act is similar to any number of such magic shows where the magician cuts off the assistant's head, moves it and the body apart, puts them together - you know the routine. Well, this act has a different angle or cut, shall we say? If you've guessed what Jackie cut off you know where this story is going, and how it works: yep, she cuts off his weenie, and replaces it with another. And man, is this one a whopper! All of 11" or 12 inches. 
CUT TO:
ClOSE-UP
HIS COCK
CUT TO:
THE AUDIENCE REACTION

The audience gasped, and as Jackie raises the 'dead', that's not all that rises. Andre magically resurrects and struts around the stage with his raging  - twelve-incher, and the audience goes berserk!  Women nearest the stage and the men,  all leaned in closer and reached to feel, pull, probe, stroke and otherwise get positive proof of this marvelous transformation. 
Now a raunchy sax musical theme starts playing, and Jackie reappears dancing seductively all around along with several other sexily clad, gorgeous -dancers. To an Africanized-tom-tom beat, the scientific props and set disappear to be replaced by a scene right out of Dali via the backwoods swamp. Wispy waves of stage lighting and effects-smoke waft over the stage, as rocks, and several mounds appeared and the set now becomes surrounded by large obelisk-like stones, reminiscent of an altar or Stonehenge. Now Andre - the Giant - - moves over to a large slab and drapes himself over/on it, lying down on his back. He draped himself over it,  his whole body except his raging hard-on is like wet spaghetti - draped, limp on the rock slap. It reminiscent  of Dali's "Melting Watches" painting. And yet there was that huge, magnificent, looong hard cock sticking up straight like an obelisk. Now the music beat slows, and the dancers all surround André as the light once again dimmed and a sharp spotlight highlights that unreal organ.
CUT TO:
ClosE-UP
ANDRE'S COCK
The music starts a slow rhythmic pulsing, and Andre's cock  takes up the beat!
Now, one by one the dancers musically pay allegiance to this pounding, pulsating flesh-organ, bowing in submission before it, and playfully touching, and caressing it. Four of the girls dance around to pick up and hold his feet and hands, stretching them apart. He is now spread-eagled.
The other girls now began to masturbate him, and their hands barely get around that monster. But they take turns, in rhythm,  never losing a stroke. The room is silent, except for some whimpers, and an occasional raucous laugh or hoot of excitement. 
CUT TO:
Lee & ROCKY
As she grips his leg,we see his cock swelling in his pants.

Building to a crescendo, the tempo quietened as the girls now begin to lick and kiss that monster, making oral love to it, two and three at a time, with the hands-and-feet holders now also joining in. And he still hasn't come! What musculature, what control! Now the girls start straddling him, standing over that giant rod, and slowly lowering themselves down onto it. It must be like taking a tree branch up their cunts. The girls are  a sight to behold as they quickly wrap their bodies over him, lower themselves up and down on that pole, then whipped off and the next gal does the same, all in time and keeping to the musical beat, and never missing a beat as the tempo quickens and they did also, quickening their pace in  a well-choreographed acrobatic accomplishment highlighting their dancing and gymnastic prowess, and Andres great self control. 
INTERCUT
Series of quick shots

The audience breathless with anticipation, the room beginning to reek of sweat and the smell of sex.  
The efforts the girls were putting into their performance; their hair matted, and the insides of their thighs slick with fluids, their faces flush with excitement.
ANDRE 
And still he just lay there!

 That amazing cock still hard and glistening as girl after girl whips her legs over it, inserted it, and whips it out, for the next girl to continue. It is like a game of musical chairs - only this was musical cock - see who'll make it come.
CUT TO:
Stage ceiling-
A round, spinning, glittering orb - the kind one associates with dance halls of the 30's and 40's - descends slowly over the centre of the stage, rotating slowly. Four corner spots click on, their rays hitting it and reflecting off the globe, enhancing the effect - dazzling -as the orb spins and its scintillating reflections cast a million cascading lights, washing over and around ...the room now filled with diamond sparkles... and now a rod of some kind descends down from the centre bottom of this orb.
CUT TO:
Another angle
Jackie reappears and attaches a leather harness under her arms and legs. Thus supported, like on a swing, she begins to rotate with the orb, spreading her legs to show that beautiful little pussy to all the lathering males in the audience.
CUT TO:
Lee & ROCKY
The looks on their faces.
CLOSE-UP

CUT TO:
Girl
Next to Rocky is giving her partner a hand-job,his engorged cock bursting out his open fly.
CUT TO:
Lee & ROCKY
As they look around...
INTERCUT
Several different shots
Audience members satisfying themselves,or their partners, in a variety of ways.
Some discretely, others open and just letting it all hang out.
CUT TO:
Lee & ROCKY
He pulls her hand over his cock,and she unzips him, and begins jacking him off.
Pull out
Another angle
Lisa notices and smiles, pulls her cock out and begins to jack-off, as well.
CUT TO:
Stage

 On stage, the girl dancers are now joined by a handful of males,They were all dressed or undressed if you like, in leather breeches, chaps straps, etc. All naked with the leather enhancing such. The guys form a dance line along the edge of the stage, and begin masturbating to the rhythm.
CUT TO:
Over-the-shoulder shot
As Lee and Rocky watch the show
ROCKY
Watch this.
Zoom in on
The Orb
As Jackie continues to spin in it, Andre positions himself behind, and under her,as she begins to lower herself onto his monstrous cock.
CLOSE-UP

Jackie reaches down, and spreads her legs further to reveal what's  going to happen. She spreads her cunt-lips with her hands, as the giant's cock enters her.
Slowly, inexorably that monster goes in. 
The room erupts in applause. 
CUT TO:
Lee looks around and sees...
INTERCUT
A few guys spurting into their companion's hands, or onto their own.
BACK TO:
Stage
 Now Jackie begins to rotate on the giant cock, her legs and pussy still spread to give the best possible view.
CUT TO:
LEE
Man, that guy has fantastic control.
ROCKY
Not for much longer. You'll soon see why she's called the "Giant Killer"

STAGE 
Now the guys on stage  begin cumming, shooting their loads Now, Andre withdraws his cock, and approaches the edge of the stage.
In the background, the orb slows to a stop and the girl dancers surround Jackie and begin administering to her.
MALE VOICE
Any audience member who can deep-throat Andre and make him climax will win FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS...ANY TAKERS?
CUT TO:
Lisa
Sitting behind Lee and Rocky, jumps up and runs down.
CLOSE-UP
BLOW JOB
AS THE AUDIENCE APPLAUDS,CHANTING AND EGGING HER ON.
CUT TO:
AUDIENCE
All clapping in unison, egging her on, willing her, wanting her to be the one to end this champ's holding back.
CUT TO:
Lisa/andre action
But it is not to be. As much as she seems to enjoy her participation, as well as Andre himself obviously loving it, her mouth and throat and licking doesn't bring him off, and the prize goes unclaimed.
WIDE SHOT
To the crowd's applause and yells and whoops of delight, she  returns to her seat.
Rocky and Lee lean over, and give her a congratulatory high-five.
On stage the dancers are paired up now, girl-boy,boy-boy-girl-girl and getting into all kind of  compromising, gymnastic,fucking positions.
Two couples do a standing 69,the girls legs wrapped around the guys necks,and their lips around the cocks as they waltz around the stage. 
JACKIE/ANDRE
Andre steps back, and reaches for Jackie who's coming up behind him. Together they dance around each other, arms and legs entwining, as he effortlessly helps her back into position in the leather harness swing, and again stepping behind her, uses his large hands to spread those delicious lithe legs wide apart, to show the viewers, that beautiful, little pussy. 
CUT TO:
Jackie-
She's now doing the splits-completely wide-spread.
Supported only by the straps around her ankles, and Andre behind her.
Now he manipulates his rock-hard man-handler into position between her legs, and for the entire world it looked like she had grown a cock that almost came up to her fabulous little tits. A cute little 4'6" doll, with a huge cock, sticking up from that delightful little thatch between her legs.
CUT TO:
Audience
 Howling with laughter and applauding enthusiastically. 
BACK TO:
Rocky/lee
His cock is bursting. She is breathing heavily,jacking him off.
ANOTHER ANGLE
ON LISA
As she watches and gives a knowing smile.
LEE looks at ROCKY, and she winks at him.
ROCKY
This is for you, love. This is an evening we'll both enjoy and remember.

Intercut
Various shots
AUDIENCE 
Relieving their respective partners in various ways.
BACK TO:
Rocky/lee/lisa
Lisa now leans over and goes down on him.
He soon cums into her beautiful mouth, when all of a sudden, she pulls away, and ROCKY takes over.
LEE
SERVICED BY TWO BEAUTIFUL MOUTHS
CUT TO:
STAGE
Up on stage, Andre swings Jackie aloft, and then pulls her down, in effect holding her out toward the audience, like a sacrificial offering.
The audience applauds and amid raucous laughter and whoops of delight, a chant starts up.
Wide shot
Audience/stage
Audience
(chanting)
Anal! Anal! Up the ass! Butt-fuck her! Up the ass,Up the ass!
As they chant and clap in unison, keeping up the tempo.
STAGE
Then there comes an audible pause,as the music stops and a stunned silence takes over, as Andre positions his target in front of himself, and flips Jackie over, holding her legs spread apart, his hands on her ankles, her body supported by the flying harness she's strapped into. She's like a "Y" figure, and her arms stretch out in front/below her to support her body on the stage floor. 
CLOSE-UP
ANDRE
Inserting that tree branch into that sweet tight, little pucker hole, and slowly, agonizingly pushing it up and in, in, in. 
Now, impaled on that monster, Jackie flips backward, coming off the floor with her hands, and lays back on Andre's cock, looking like she's leaning back onto a chair, with her legs still spread, to show that, yes, it is indeed all the way up that tight, beautiful little receptacle behind her, and not the equally tasteful little pussy in front.
AUDIENCE REACTION
 Berserk! Applause, wild,raucous chanting, yells of admiration, you name it. 
The Dodgers have won the world series, The boxing underdog had K.O'd the champ,the kid had won the soap-box derby race- put any kind of wild exaggeration you like on the comparison and that's how the audience felt, at this accomplishment.
BaCK TO:
Stage
 But it still isn't over. Unbelievably, he still hasn't ejaculated. As if to assert this, now the audience begin egging on Jackie to accomplish what seems an impossible task. 
AUDIENCE VOICES
VARIOUS
FINISH HIM! DO HIM!! BRING HIM TO HIS KNEES!!
All sorts of raucous taunts and dares directed towards her.

 STAGE/JACKIE      
Jackie, merely smiles and reversing her position on that huge cock, begins pumping her marvelous little asshole over it like a precision machine, her legs wound around his waist, and her arms around his neck. She pumps up and down like that for several minutes, and now the giant  begins to tremble, his legs weakening, and at last buckling.
The audience goes wild, chanting, and clapping in unison once again, as she begins her descent, pulling that long, thick monster out, and reaching for it, she starts jacking him off - Faster and faster she pounds that still rigid monster.
CLOSE-UP
Andre

As an audible sigh escapes Andre's lips, as....
HE EXPLODES
HIS HUGE COCK -
VOLUMES OF THICK GOOEY,SOAPY-LIKE CUM SPEWING  OUT. THICK WADS OF CUM ALL OVER JACKIE'S HANDS.
CUT TO:
THEM BOTH
He directs his cock all over her face and body,still continuing to spurt. Amazingly she is covered in his yogurt-like cum.
Her face and boobs are drenched in it.
Jackie still milking him, and even now he still has a profusive flow, with smaller spurts, still rigid, and the thick, yogurt-like liquid coating his huge cock, and flowing along its length into Jackie's hand, down over his large balls and down his leg. 

He now fully buckles, first down onto one leg, then the other, kneeling on the floor, and finally in submission, hangs his head, and at long last, his weapon, in supplication to this wondrous little, lithe witch who vanquished the giant.
CUT TO:
AUDIENCE REACTION
If the last few minutes of applause were loud and raucous, the place now literally explodes with enthusiasm. People on their feet, applauding, shouting, leaning forward to touch, thank or otherwise offer their praise.
CUT TO:
 Rocky and Lee are among them, and he turns to Rocky, and embraces her, kissing her beautiful, pert little face, those full, expectant lips, and hugs her.
LEE
How can I ever repay you for this?
ROCKY
         This is all part of what your prize was.

He sweeps her into his arms, and kisses her deeply, passionately. Lisa now nudges him.
LISA
Hey, what about me?
Lee looks quizzically at her, then to Rocky,who just shrugs, smiling, knowingly. 
Lee responds by grabbing her and giving her one. 
LEE/LISA
 Their tongues probing and playing,  and her hand feeling for his cock, so he pushes his hips into her and grinds his hard cock into her responsive hand. Rocky is behind Lee and presses her body into his and reaches around to cup his cock along with Lisa, pressing their hands together on him. 
During this they began following the rest of the audience out. In the foyer, Missy Leigh and a couple of hostesses guide them and a few others away from the throng and out into a small garden area.
EXT-NIGHT
 The trees and plants are decorated with those great little fairy lights, adding to the atmosphere. A sumptuous buffet is laid out on tables and in the middle a fountain spills Champaign into a large punch bowl, and waiters and waitresses pass around with trays of appetizers and glasses of the liquid. They pause, and help themselves to proffered wares. During this Rocky continues talking,Lisa hugs him,and squeezes Rocky's arm.
LISA
I told you he'd be receptive-what man wouldn't like two women?
Missy comes up with Jackie and Andre.
Missy
I don't believe you've met yet.
Introductions are made, hugs and kisses exchanged. Andre is introduced as "Andy"
LEE
"Andy"?
ANDRE
Yeah, plain ol' Andy-from Melbourne.
They all laugh at that.
MISSY
So,Lee, what do you think of our little set-up?
LEE
Do you mean your establishment, or what's set-up here.
He indicates the group.
LEE
(cont'd)
What can say-I'm speechless, but looking forward to it. Gad, What a party this is gonna be! Thanks.
MISSY
You're most welcome. Please continue to enjoy the rest of the evening and the grounds. Now, if you'll excuse me.
And she leaves them.
Jackie
Have you seen the caves?
Lee
There really are caves, here?
Andre
Oh, yeah. Did quite a job on 'em too. C'mon.
EXT-NIGHT: OUTSIDE GARDEN
CAVE ENTRANCE
They follow him in.
CUT TO:
INT. cave
Lighting is dim,but adequate as they follow Andy, who has to dip his head every so often.
They come to a split in the trail.
GROTTO/POOL
On the LEFT with a small waterfall, and a rocky pool,from which wisps of steam are rising. A few couples are playing and splashing around-all naked. Two girls are 69-ing each other. A guy is getting a blow-job, and another couple are fucking.
To the RIGHT
A B/D DUNGEON. There are a couple of scantily-clad bitches, punishing their prisoners. 
LisA
To each his own.
They continue on.
A BIGGER CAVERN
Here are several beds,mattresses, couches,chairs where people are enjoying themselves in every way possible. 
ROCKY
I think it's about time we started our own little orgy.
LEE
I'm for that.
Lisa 
Me,too. Where'll we go?
JaCKIE
We've got an apartment on the grounds. 
Lee'S VOICE
Lead on....
DISSOLVE TO:
Int: jackie & andre's place 

And it's as if they had all been waiting to do this, and were ready willing and able. There were no embarrassed flubs, or excuses. It was as if we were destined, just, as Rocky and Lee had been, to be together: Rocky and Jackie and Andre and Gwen and Lee.
Follow
Trail of clothes
Being discarded, as they follow Jackie and Andy into:
THE BED-ROOM
A FUCKING HUGE DOUBLE KING-SIZE BED.
SURROUNDED BY MIRRORS-ALSO ON THE CEILING.



They waste no time in getting down to fun, as Jackie and Lisa start kissing and fondling, and Andy and Rocky and Lee settle down into a threesome with Andy's huge cock penetrating Rocky's pussy , and bringing a whimper from her lips. I
Lee plays with himself, enjoying all the sights before him, then throws a leg over Rocky, and fucks her up the ass.
CLOSE-UP
Andy's huge cock
In her pussy,and Lee up her ass.
BACK TO:

They fuck Rocky till Lee cums,jacking off onto her butt and over Andy's balls.
FOLLOW ACTION AS:                                                                 Now Rocky pulls herself up and onto that huge thing, and rams herself up and down on it like a piston.
Lee looks at Lisa and Jackie and they too are fascinated, watching as Rocky pumps herself up and down frantically on top of that monster. Jackie motions to Lisa, and they go out of the room for a few minutes only to re-appear with some towels and wash cloths. Lisa goes over to Leee, and gently washes his cock and balls, and gets him all hard again. Jackie comes up behind him and starts fondling him between his legs and fingers his butt and balls, while he plays with Lisa's pussy and cock. 
CUT TO:
Rocky is now on her knees in front of Andy, sucking him off and playing with his balls.
Intercut
As if planned by some great cosmic director, they all shift into a configuration that confirms their combined consciousness and longing. Lisa suddenly lays back and pulls Jackie and Lee down with her. Jackie and she wind up in a sixty-nine position with Jackie on top, and her beautiful little asshole and pussy facing Lee. What to do, what to do? Well, you guessed it, as Lee  has lusted after those little holes all night, at last he places his raging hard-on in place and pushes into her tight, beautiful little pucker-hole, while Lisa still laps at her pussy.
CLOSE-UP

 Rocky now assists as she places her hands on either side of Jackie's butt and spreads her cheeks and helps guide Lee's cock in. She beams at Lee,
ROCKY
Having a good time,hon?
Lee leans across and kisses her.
Lee
The best ever, thanks.
Follow action
Then she too is swept up in the emotion and writhing of several sexually -oriented personalities as they separate and rejoin in another wild positioning with Lisa now being fucked by Andy and sucked by Rocky while Jackie pays homage to Lee's cock  by magically clamping and releasing her butt muscles, massaging his cock with that majestic, tight, magnificent hole, her little, lithe, beautiful body bent in supplication before him, hands now on the floor, off the bed, and Lee penetrating her ass in the "barrow" style that he'd only done to Rocky not that long ago. 
She begins to whimper,then:
Jackie
Hold still!
CLOSE-UP
And she begins pumping her hips back and forth on his hard cock, her hips and small body driving back and forth like a piston. 
Wide shot
Next to LEE on the bed, ROCKY's being fucked by LISA, as she now plays and sucks on ANDY's huge cock. ANDY pulls his cock out of her mouth, and gushes a stream of hot jism over her face, and tits. 
BACK TO:
LEE
HE smiles and reaches over and holds her hand. 
LISA's not to be ignored the fun either, as she maneuvers herself into position to get some of Andy's ample shower herself.
CLOSE-UP
ANDY's  profuse shower catching her on the face and lips also showering her glasses with thick globs, which dribble down onto her face and lips. Rocky shifts her position, and together they lick and suck his cock and balls.





LEE  
reaches over and starts playing with Rocky's cunt.
CLOSE-UP
Her cunt and clit
standing proud and tall.
WIDE SHOT
Lisa
With a great hard-on,seeking attention.
BACK TO:
Lee & jackie
Patting Jackie, he withdraws and spills his ample flow onto those delightful little buttocks, and even shoots a wad up onto her back, between her shoulder blades.
ROCKY/LISA
Now Rocky grabs his cock and massages it, milking it for all its worth, as does Lisa. 
Andy finishes off by wiping his monster up along Rocky's cleft, and they all collapse exhausted, satiated, into each other's arms.
OVER ALL THIS ABOVE, WE HEAR INTERMITTENTLY:
LEE'S VOICE
Over the weeks and months since that initial encounter,our friendship and mixings have grown, and I'm amazed and delighted at the way I have been opened up to the many other delights which I'd only heard of,and hoped for. This Lifestyle may not be for every-one,and even i had my own doubts about trying it. But with the fortunate intervention, assistance and under-standing of a caring and sensitive lover,and subsequent friendship with people who have similar outlook,and feeling,I was-and we were -able to form a lasting bond and friendship,which, personally, I look forward to for years to come. As for that poem I sent to Rocky:
SUPERIMPOSE:
"Lady"
"Be there a Lady,
Fair of Face -
With wit and charm,
Style & grace?
Cool and svelte, yet
Down to Earth
A sense of Wonder,
A sense of Mirth.
No "Attitude", but
If you're the Girl-
I'll worship You,
Adore You-
And wish you No Ill.
You know who You are-
For our eyes have met
And our Aura's touched
as we passed on the street:
Wondering, Hoping, that
there might be more than
Just that one brief caress
of Love's sweet Promise.
Blessed by The Muse,
I am by Trade,
A Scribe :
A Writer-a purveyor
Of words and ideals,
Reaching for the Stars-
One foot in Hell,
And a Slave to Passion!
CUT TO:
EXT. NIGHT
THE OPENING SEQUENCE
AS THE HELICOPTER SWEEPS AROUND TO THE FRONT OF THE BUILDING AND SHOWS THE PEOPLE ARRIVING AT THE WRAP-PARTY. 
FADE TO BLACK.










































                                           









                                           


























                                           


















